SLBC Bangalore: Participation on TV/Radio

The Convenor-SLBC / executives from SLBC have participated in talk / panel discussion on PMJDY and other schemes like PMJJBY, PMSBY, APY, MUDRA on TV / Radio as follows.

1) Radio talk by AGM:SLBC on PMJDY scheme on the day of launching of the scheme
2) Talk in TV by the Convenor-SLBC on Social Security Schemes on the day of launching of the Schemes
3) Radio talk by AGM-SLBC on MUDRA scheme on the day of launching of the scheme
4) Attended Panel discussion by CM-SLBC organised by Doordarshan (Chandana) on social security schemes during September 2015.

Further, we propose to attend talk in Radio / TV on the above schemes in order to disseminate the information on the above schemes covering the topics like Issue of Rupay Cards, Usage, activation, etc., once again, shortly.